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Abstract

9Reduction of pale green htris(tert-butyldimethylsilylamidoethyl)aminojchlorouranium(IV) [U(NN )Cl] with potassium gives the purple3

9mixed valence (III / IV) dimer [hU(NN )j –m –Cl]. Although the two metal atoms in this compound are indistinguishable by X-ray3 2

crystallography, other data are consistent with the presence of distinct tri- and tetravalent centres. Careful fractional sublimation of this
9 9species allows the ‘cracking’ of the molecule into [U(NN )Cl] and purple [U(NN )]. This latter species reacts with dinitrogen gas to give3 3

2 2 29reversible conversion to [hU(NN )j (m -h :h -N )], the first dinitrogen complex of an actinide. The molecular structure as determined by3 2 2

X-ray crystallography shows that the dinitrogen ligand is side-on bonded to the two uranium centres and that the N–N bond length is
essentially the same as that in free dinitrogen. This, and variable temperature magnetic data are consistent with the formulation of this
compound as a simple Lewis base adduct of uranium(III). The preference for side-on over end-on bonding is explained on the basis that
the dinitrogen p orbital is a better s-donor than the s orbital to trivalent uranium.  1998 Elsevier Science S.A.p p
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1. Introduction the availability of suitable coordinatively unsaturated
trivalent uranium derivatives such as [UhN(SiMe ) j ]3 2 3

5Although the amido ligand (R N-) forms complexes [20] and the cyclopentadienyls [Uhh -C H (SiMe )j ] and2 5 4 3 3
5with most of the elements, its inherent reactivity limits its [U(h -C Me H) ] which form adducts with carbon mono-5 4 3

use as a spectator ligand [1]. More recently, the use of xide [21,22].
substituted triamidoamine and tripodal triamido ligands in
complexes of the main group elements [2–10] and the
transition metals [11–13] has led to an extensive chemis- 2. Results and discussion [23]
try. Our work on the early actinide elements has shown
that the chelate (triamidoamine)uranium fragment is quite Stirring [hU(NN )-m-Clj ] 1 [14,15] with a potassium3 2

robust, tolerating substitution reactions in auxiliary coordi- film or sodium/potassium alloy led to no detectable
nation sphere [14,15] and allowing the isolation of other- reaction. The more sterically encumbered MePh Si-substi-2

Phwise unstable complexes [16]. tuted analogue [U(NN )Cl] 2 [24] reacted rapidly to give3

The recent report that three-coordinate alkylarylamido a dark intractable solution. In contrast, reaction of the
t 9complexes of molybdenum (III) cleave molecular nitrogen BuMe Si-substituted complex [U(NN )Cl] 3 in purified2 3

under ambient conditions [17] prompted us to investigate pentane with a potassium mirror gave rise to an extremely
the possibility of synthesising related triamidoamine sensitive deep purple solution (Scheme 1). Filtration of the
uranium (III) compounds. Metal complexes of dinitrogen solution through thoroughly dry glass microfibre and
are usually formed from low-valent precursors. For exam- cooling slowly to 2308C gave long air-sensitive purple
ple, the two such lanthanide complexes are derived from needles of mixed valent (III / IV) [hU(NN )j -m-Cl] 4 in3 2

Sm(II) starting materials [18,19]. For the actinide ele- 93% yield (2 crops). Suitable crystals were mounted under
ments, no dinitrogen complexes have been detected despite purified helium in Lindemann capillaries and the X-ray

crystal structure was determined [25].
* The molecular structure of 4 is shown in Fig. 1. TheCorresponding author. Fax: 144 1203 524112; e-mail:

peter.scott@warwick.ac.uk principle C axis N(1)-U(1)-Cl-U(19)-N(19) and the pres-3
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˚between ca. 2.75 and 2.82 A [27,28]. In 4 however the
˚U(1)-Cl distance of 3.020(1) A (vide infra) is longer than

the U-Cl bonds in the trivalent trimer [UCl(C Me ) ]5 5 2 3
˚[2.901(5) A] [29]. We cannot, however, discount the

possibility that 4 has an unsymmetric U-Cl-U bridge on the
X-ray crystallographic timescale and that the molecule is
disordered in the crystal such that an average structure
with a symmetric bridge is observed. If this is the case,
then since the metal centres in the dimer are otherwise
structurally indistinguishable, 4 could be compared to the
extensive series of linear chain class II mixed valence

II / IV[30,31], [Pt L Cl] polymers in which neighbouring4

metal sites may be interconverted by axial movement of
the bridge [32].

The UV–visible spectra of 4 measured in cyclohexane
solution from 200–1100 nm show strong broad bands
typical of trivalent uranium. Toluene solutions of 4 be-
tween 225 and 293 K display Curie–Weiss magnetic

tScheme 1. Synthesis of the dinitrogen complex 7 (R5SiBu Me ) via the2 behaviour (Q5244.8960.01 K, C51.18) as determined
mixed-valent species 4. by the Evans method. This led to a temperature indepen-

dent value of m 53.08 BM per uranium atom. Hence,eff

ence of an inversion centre at Cl determines that 4 has the within this temperature range, 4 is behaving as a simple
rather rare D symmetry. Three-fold symmetric ligation of paramagnet. Uranium(IV) amido species exhibit magnetic3d

the triamidoamine ligand is usually observed in complexes susceptibilities in the range 2.4–2.8 BM, but are highly
of the transition and main-group metals [2–13]; in com- dependent on substituent groups and nuclearity [33]. The
plexes of the actinides we have observed distorted struc- U(III) amido compound [UhN(SiMe ) j ] has m 52.513 2 3 eff
tures as a consequence of the larger ionic radii [14,15]. BM [34].

˚While the amido U(1)-N(2) distances of 2.241(11) A are We have been able to isolate homogeneous samples of a
˚only slightly larger than the 2.21–2.22 A observed in range of similar materials to 4 of the general type

trigonal bipyramidal tetravalent [U(NN )(O-tert-C F )] 9 9[(NN )M-X-M9(NN )] and will present a full study of3 4 9 3 3
˚[26] the distance N(1)-U(1) of 2.78(2) A is much longer their structural, spectroscopic and magnetic properties in

˚than the 2.624(11) A in the latter compound, bringing the due course.
U atom well out of the chelate ligand cavity. We have found that 4 is a highly reactive source of

Bridging U(IV)-Cl bonds are usually found to be trivalent uranium. For example, addition of one equivalent
of trimethylsilyl azide to a purple pentane solution of 4 at
2808C causes an immediate colour change to red and the
formation of 3 along with a new uranium (V) compound

19[U(NN )(NSiMe )] 5 in the ratio 1:1 (by H NMR).3 3

Although these compounds can be separated by fractional
sublimation and crystallisation, we felt that it would be far
more convenient to have access to the pure trivalent
species [U(NN )] in the absence of the tetravalent frag-3

ment [U(NN )Cl] 3. We subsequently found that careful3
26sublimation of 4 at 1208C and 10 mbar affords a deep

purple solid characterised as the trivalent (and presumably
9trigonal monopyramidal) complex [U(NN )] 6. At 1808C,3

pale green 3 can be recovered.
When a sample of pure 6 in d -benzene is placed under6

ca. 1 atm of N there is colour change from purple to red2
1and new peaks appear in the H-NMR spectrum corre-

sponding to a species with three fold symmetry on the
NMR timescale. Increasing the pressure of dinitrogen to
slightly above 1 atm leads to essentially complete conver-
sion to this new species. When the sample is freeze–thaw

1degassed, the intense purple colour and H-NMR spectrumFig. 1. ORTEP drawing of the molecular structure of 4; hydrogen atoms
omitted. of 6 is regenerated. So long as rigorously pure dinitrogen is
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used, this process may be carried out many times on the atom between 218 and 293K compared to the value for 6
same sample with little or no decomposition of either 6 or of 3.06 BM in the same temperature range.
the new complex. Exposure of saturated pentane solutions From these data it does not appear that coordination of
of 6 to dinitrogen and cooling to 2208C gives dark red dinitrogen to 6 leads to an increase in the valency of the

2 2 2 139crystals of analytically pure [hU(NN )j (m -h :h -N )] 7. uranium centre. In contrast, C-NMR spectroscopic data3 2 2
2 2In the solid state, crystalline samples of 7 are stable for at for [hCp* Smj (m-h :h -N )] are consistent with the2 2 2

7aleast three months when stored under an atmosphere of 9presence of Sm(III) centres. Similarly, [hMo(NN )j (m-3 2
1 1 22dinitrogen or argon. h :h -N )] contains a diazenido (N ) ligand and hence2 2

The molecular structure of 7 (Fig. 2) shows that the tetravalent molybdenum [39].
dinitrogen ligand is bound in a side-on bridging mode In the end-on coordination mode of dinitrogen at
between two uranium centres [35]. The (tri- transition metal centres, two filled metal p-orbitals are
amidoamine)uranium fragments are of approximate trigon- utilised in M→N back-bonding. The less commonly
al monopyramidal geometry and are arranged in a mutually observed side-on mode occurs where only one metal p-
staggered conformation as found for 4. The uranium atoms and one d-orbital are available [40]. The end-on mode is
sit out of the planes defined by the three respective amido favoured where possible over side-on by virtue of the fact

˚nitrogen atoms by ca. 0.84 and 0.85 A. The apical amino that p-overlap is considerably more efficient than d.
˚N–U bond lengths of 2.555(5) and 2.601(5) A are Although there does not appear to be significant M–L

29unusually short compared to those in tetravalent U(NN ) p-donation in lanthanide complexes such as [Cp* Yb(h -3 2
˚ ˚complexes (ca. 2.7 A) [36] and in 4 [2.78(2) A]. The MeCCMe)] [41], Bursten has argued that for trivalent

˚U–N(dinitrogen) bond lengths of between 2.39 and 2.44 A, uranium, increased 5f-orbital extension can lead to signifi-
are slightly longer than typical U–N(amido) bond lengths cant covalent bonding character [42]. Were there to be a

˚of ca. 2.28 A. In contrast, the Sm–N bond lengths in significant amount of U-N p-bonding in 7 we would
2 2[hCp* Smj (m-h :h -N )] are similar to those observed in expect lowering of the N-N bond order (diazenido charac-2 2 2

Sm(III)-NR compounds [1]. The N–N bond length in 7 of ter) and concomitant increase in the valency of the uranium2
˚1.109(7) A is essentially the same as that found in centres. Hence we suggest that trivalent 6 contains what

˚ 9are essentially N →U s-bonds and that [U(NN )] is actingdinitrogen gas (1.0975 A) [37]. 2 3
14 as an extremely potent Lewis acid. The preference forAs is expected for this symmetric complex, N -7 and2

15 side-on over end-on bonding may be explained on theN -7 gave superimposable IR spectra. We have thus far2

basis that the dinitrogen p orbital is a better s-donor thanbeen unable to measure reliable Raman spectra for these p

the s orbital to trivalent uranium.isotopomers. The UV/visible spectrum of 7 is virtually p

indistinguishable from that of trivalent 6, with intense
broad bands typical of trivalent uranium complexes [38].

Similarly, the solution magnetic susceptibility of 7 Acknowledgements
measured by the Evans method is 3.22 BM per uranium
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